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Authentage

Since its founding in 2006, Authentage has established itself 

as a leading name in the lighting market. What began as a 

humble endeavor, with the assembly of indoor spotlights in 

an attic room, has blossomed into a brand synonymous with 

a wide range of high-quality lighting products for indoor and 

outdoor use. Our products are crafted with passion and skill at 

our current production site near Antwerp, Belgium. We craft 

each of our lighting fixtures by hand, making each piece a 

unique work of art.

Our collections reflect our commitment to sustainable, high-
quality materials and cutting-edge lighting technology. Each 

of our designs exudes authenticity and integrity, reflecting 

our ethos of pure and honest design. We take great pride in 

providing our customers with an exceptional level of service, 
delivering bespoke lighting solutions that are truly one-of-a-

kind. 
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Comète

Bellefeu® Alabaster Candles

The Materials

Authentage is dedicated to producing lighting products that 

exceed expectations. We use only the finest, high-grade raw 
materials in our manufacturing process, including brass, which 

is closely related to bronze and renowned for its resilience and 

reliability. Brass can withstand even the most extreme weather 

conditions and is corrosion-free, making it an ideal choice for 

indoor and outdoor lighting applications.

We also incorporate other high-quality materials in select 

collections, such as wax, glass, and alabaster, to achieve 

unique lighting effects. Each material has its own distinct 

properties that we carefully consider and combine with our 

designs to create visually stunning and functional lighting 

products.

Raw Brass
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Pipilier, Q-Bri Wall, GaledBellefeu® on battery outdoor 5L & Elégance

Lighting is an essential aspect of any space, whether it's 

indoors or outdoors. That's why we offer a comprehensive 

collection of indoor and outdoor lighting fixtures to meet 

all of your lighting needs. Our collection is carefully crafted 

with the highest quality materials to ensure the durability and 

longevity of our products, no matter where they are placed. 

Whether you need lighting fixtures for your living room, 

garden, or any other space, our range of products has got 

you covered. From modern designs to classic styles, we offer 

a wide variety of options to suit any taste and preference. 

Choose Authentage for exceptional lighting solutions that will 

enhance the ambiance of any space.

Indoor & Outdoor

Tubelum, Q-bri Centonze & Bellefeu® Rectangular
Maison Lie
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Charmond on Pin Bellefeu

Bellefeu® Royal Rectangular
Meurrens_projects 
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Bellefeu® Fireplace
Maison Lie

At Authentage, we understand that every space is unique 

and deserves the perfect lighting solution. That's why we 

offer a range of customisable options that allow you to tailor 

our original designs to your specific needs and preferences. 

Our team of passionate lighting experts are always eager to 

collaborate with you and bring your creative ideas to life. From 

minor adjustments to bespoke creations, we're dedicated to 

providing you with lighting solutions that meet your vision and 

elevate your space. Get in touch to discuss the possibilities 

and let us illuminate your space with our expertly crafted, 

personalised lighting designs.

Customisation

     Vitrine-Centonze customised   
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Tubelum ceiling customised Q-bri customised
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The Signature Collections

We believe in offering lighting solutions that not only illuminate 

a space but also enhance its ambiance and aesthetic appeal. 

Our collection encompasses an array of styles and designs, 
ensuring that there is something for everyone. From classic to 
modern, industrial to rustic, our collection has something for 

everyone.

At Authentage, you can discover a range of chandeliers, 

pendant lights, wall sconces, and table lamps, each carefully 

crafted with the finest materials and techniques to ensure that 

they not only look great but also function flawlessly. We offer 

a variety of finishes, including polished brass, brushed nickel, 

chrome and bronze, to complement any decor style.

For those who love the classic look of candles, our Bellefeu 

collection features wax or alabaster materials to imitate the 

timeless ambiance of flickering flames. These pieces are the 

epitome of elegance and will add warmth and charm to any 

space.

Bellefeu Candles

Balume
19

Vitrine
23

Micro
27

Macro
31

Bellefeu
33

Q-bri
41

Gracieuze
45

Spot Collection
47
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Balume on Wooden Pole

These elegant and professionally designed luminaires have 

become somewhat of a classic in our range. Suitable for both 

indoors and out, they give your walls a warm and pleasing 

glow and diffuse an intimate, indirect ambient light. Their 

sturdy components ensure that these luminaires will stand up 

to anything the weather may throw at them.

Balume

Balume
Balume on Wooden Pole
AA+ Ontwerpbureau
Picture by M. van Oosten
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Balume & Elégance Balume on Wooden PoleBalume on Wooden Pole
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Vitrine Wall
Picture by estherjansen.de

Cutting-edge workmanship with a retro look: the handmade 

Vitrine collection in a nutshell! Minor irregularities and a 

range of subtle colours radiate a distinctive authenticity and 

enhance any interior. Easy to maintain, these lighting elements 

were designed with busy lifestyles in mind.

 The Vitrine Petite collection is a variant that uses smaller and 

less powerful bulbs to guarantee you an instant, cosy feel. The 

deep bronze hues, artisanally customised to your wishes, add 

a touch of nostalgia. This collection harmonises beautifully 

with the “parent” Vitrine series.

Vitrine

Vitrine Wall
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Vitrine Lantern

Vitrine Wall
Abraxas Interieur
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Micro up & down

Introducing our stunning external spotlight - a true gem 
designed to bring your garden to life. Perfectly illuminating 

your flowerbeds, specimen plants, or any other objects, our 

directional lighting adds an alluring shine that'll leave you 

breathless. With a well-recessed light source, our spotlight 

offers a subtle and minimalistic design, ensuring minimal 

dazzle.

Looking to switch things up? Our pin version is mobile and easily 

adjustable, allowing you to showcase the best features of 

your garden with ease. And that's not all - our comprehensive 

collection includes a mobile terrace version, a range of wall-

mounted options, and an array of light sources to choose 

from. Trust us to provide you with the perfect lighting solution 

for your outdoor space.

Micro

Micro & Marron
AA+ Ontwerpbureau

Picture by M. van Oosten
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Micro Floor
Finca Serena Mallorca Micro on Pin
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VitrineMicro FloorMacro Floor

The big brother of the Micro range, fully adaptable to your 

needs thanks to its extensive range of beams and light 

intensities. Suitable for close-up or distance illumination, 
large or small areas, this collection will spotlight your favourite 

garden features while you get to enjoy the enchanting 

atmosphere these garden spotlights create from the comfort 

of your home.

Macro

Macro on Profile
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VitrineMicro FloorMacro FloorBellefeu® Vitrine Lantern & Lisible Fleure

Bathe your interior in the warm and convivial atmosphere of 

the   collection. Our patented in-house technology with real, 

wax candles, offers a perfect replication of real candlelight. 

The pendant version features a superior-quality integrated LED 

strip that combines functionality and style for an exceptional 

lighting experience.

Our outdoor collection offers alabaster or glass candle 

options, each bringing a unique look to your outdoor spaces. 

Alabaster, a natural formed material, offers a delicate yet 

durable texture that provides a warm and soothing glow. On 

the other hand, the glass candle option offers a contemporary 

look that still retains the same inviting atmosphere. Whether 

indoors or outdoors, the Bellefeu® collection brings the natural 
beauty of candlelight to any setting.

Bellefeu

Bellefeu®  RectangularBellefeu® Rectangular
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Bellefeu Vitrine
Bellefeu® on battery outdoor 5L
Meurrens_projects
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Bellefeu Vitrine & Bellefeu PlateauBellefeu® Vitrine Long & Bellefeu® plateau customised
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Bellefeu® Vitrine Lantern Bellefeu® Vitrine Floor
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VitrineMicro FloorMacro FloorQ-bri Wall

A collection with a sleek, contemporary design and one 

that feels anything but cold, thanks to the materials and light 

sources used. With its transparent glazing and interior gold 

finish the Q-bri lantern makes for a particularly attractive 

design.

 Available in a range of models, these lighting elements can 

be integrated throughout your home, narrow passageways 

included. The various sturdy outdoor versions allow you to 

carry the style through to the outdoors.

Q-bri

Q-bri Wall
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Q-bri Lantern Wall Q-bri Wall
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VitrineMicro FloorMacro FloorQ-bri WallGracieuze Wall

A marriage between authenticity and technology that 

resulted in a superb hand-crafted lantern! The romantic 

filament bulbs can be combined with an additional circuit of 

downward facing LED bulbs to create an utterly breathtaking 

effect. The diversity of models in this characterful collection 

offers you no end of options.

Gracieuze

Gracieuze
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VitrineMicro FloorMacro FloorQ-bri WallLit Spot

A collection of spotlights equipped with the latest technology. 
Designed to your requirements so that each spot head can 

be mounted on any base, the combinations are as good 

as endless. Choose from a variety of designs, bulb types, 

wattages and positions to give your favourite spot the 

atmosphere you are looking for.

Spot Collection

Q-bri Comète Semi-Recessed
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Vitrine Centonze customised

Poire on Round Base
The Art of Living magazine
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Marron on profile customised Poire Mounted Base
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Poire on Square Base
Horsch & Huebscher
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Phantome Comète Reflector
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Q-bri Comète Semi-Recessed
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Novelties

We are thrilled to share the splendid news of our latest arrivals 

that are set to redefine your home ambiance. Introducing the 

mesmerizing Bellefeu Discus, an enchanting extension of our 

renowned Bellefeu collection. This magnificent creation not 

only showcases the timeless beauty of a discus shape but also 

emanates a warm, candle-like light, casting a soothing glow 

that will fill your space with serenity and tranquility. And that's 

not all! Behold the stunning LIT alb suspension, a captivating 

hanging lamp that effortlessly blends contemporary design 

with an ethereal charm. Its graceful presence will illuminate your 

surroundings with a gentle radiance, creating a captivating 

visual spectacle. Step into a world of enchantment with our 

newest additions and let their extraordinary allure elevate 

your living spaces to new heights.

Bellefeu Candles

Bellefeu Discus
61

Lit Alb Suspension
65
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VitrineMicro FloorMacro FloorQ-bri WallTubelum Spot

Experience enchantment with the Bellefeu® Discus, a 

mesmerizing embodiment of our patented technology. Its 

chrome base elegantly holds one, three, or five flickering 

candles, powered by a built-in battery. This contemporary 

masterpiece harmoniously blends artistry and innovation, 

immersing your space in a warm, convivial ambiance. With 

endless customization options, the Bellefeu® Discus seamlessly 

integrates into any setting. Choose from bronze, chrome, or 

brushed nickel finishes for the base, adding refined elegance. 

Indulge in the captivating glow and rediscover the allure of 

candlelight with the magical Bellefeu® Discus.

Bellefeu Discus

Bellefeu® Discus alabaster candles

Bellefeu® Discus alabaster candles
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Bellefeu® Discus alabaster candles Bellefeu® Discus alabaster candles
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VitrineMicro FloorMacro FloorQ-bri WallLit Alb Suspension

Introducing the awe-inspiring Lit alb suspension, an 

extraordinary hanging lamp that will redefine your space. 

Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, this captivating 

masterpiece features an alabaster disc delicately suspended 

from a bronze frame, exuding an aura of timeless elegance. 

Illuminating your surroundings are two Lit tubes, casting a 

soft and enchanting glow that bathes the room in a warm, 

inviting ambiance. With its perfect balance of grace and 

functionality, the Lit alb suspension effortlessly elevates any 

interior with its mesmerizing presence. Immerse yourself in the 

ethereal allure of this exquisite creation and let your space 

shine with unparalleled beauty.

Lit Alb Suspension

Lit Alb Suspension
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Four standard finishes from top to bottom: Bronze, Brushed Nickel, Chrome & Polished Brass
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